
ESW Race & Equality Action Group Meeting Notes 
 
 
Date: 19 March 2021 
Time: 1-2pm 
 
ATTENDEES 
Gillian Hampden-Thompson (GH-T), Anushka Luther-Smith (AL),  
Russell Whiting (RW), Meena Zaveri (MZ), Sharon Jakeman (HoSC),  
Emily Danvers (ED), Sharon Neal (SN) 
 
APOLOGIES 
James Williams, Simon Thompson, Reima Ana Magajlic 
 
 
The group introduced themselves to Sharon Jakeman (new HoSC) and Sharon Neal, HR.  
 

Notes from previous meeting and matters arising (ALL) 

 
1. Training 

• GH-T asked SN for an update on the PVC for Culture, Equality and Inclusion. Lack of 
academic leadership means we miss out. Four academics are taking a lead on each 
equality strand to ensure that healthy connections are formed. GH-T asked about 
the recruitment company who are familiar with HE and Sussex has used them 
before. How do advocates feed into recruitment process? Two stakeholder panels 
from across the institution will meet candidates before interviews. ED asked if 
panels would be staff focussed. SN stated that they have a staff and student remit.  

• The Race Equality Charter self-assessment team has three work streams with the 
sub-groups ‘culture’, ‘student’ and ‘staff’. SN stated that a ‘sheep dipping’ approach 
does not always change behaviour, so there will need to be a range of learning 
materials for people to work through which will take a while to put in place- but 
needs to ready by February 2022 for submission. The hope is that it will be ready for 
the next academic year (2021/22). 

• Life Sciences launched their Equality Action Plan recently so worth looking at theirs 
as a model to adapt for ESW. A lecture on biological racism was given by Arrianne 
Shahvisi which will be recorded. Other presentations also took place. ED expressed 
appreciation for the range of materials and approaches being shared. SN 
encouraged ESW to share anything they found useful in their approach. 

• RW spoke of optionality with regards training and the questions around whether or 
not it should be mandatory to ensure that staff engage with it. GH-T commented 
that even mandatory training needs monitoring to ensure that as many as possible 
participate. AL suggested that training start off as optional, with a view to making it 
mandatory only if/when necessary. Suggestion to create a checklist on Race Equality 
to include within appraisals. RW stated that high expectations were already in place 
for those engaged with Social Work placements 

 
  



2. Update on Race Equality Action Plan 
• The EDI team have been working on developments. The plan was to present at SLT, 

but there was only a small number of visions with associated actions and feedback 
suggested that the plan was not specific or ambitious enough. The plan is now more 
specific and is a working document updated on a regular basis. There was also 
significant concern around terminology – specifically the use of the BAME acronym. 
It is a blanket term which can be interpreted as one which overlooks and that also 
suggests a homogenous group. However, there is also a movement away from 
nouns that suggest what is happening to people, such as ‘racially marginalised’. A 
variety of terms are to be used in place of one blanket term involving a curricula 
checklist and supporting students. 
Action JW Induction  

• Course leads to speak with module leads about learning outcomes. ED to speak to ST 
for Education. It was suggested that they look at the Life Sciences project and see 
what could work for ESW. It is important to start doing things and adapt as 
necessary as we go along. 

• Curriculum Events: A BAME doctoral Studentship is being advertised:  

 
ESW Doctoral studentship. [Extract from advert] The School of Education and Social Work at 
the University of Sussex is offering a doctoral studentship covering UK fees plus stipend.  In 
support of our commitment to widening participation in higher education at all levels, we 
are concerned to address the current under-representation at the University of Sussex of 
doctoral students from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) backgrounds. The 
studentship will be awarded to an applicant from a BAME background (details here /add 
link) whose proposed research demonstrates a commitment to social justice issues related 
to education and/or social work and makes a clear contribution to addressing the barriers 
and discrimination facing marginalised groups 
 
Social Workers in the area to be interviewed and data gathered. 
 

• Meena spoke to the BAME Network about having a student role to allow someone 
to oversee a BAME network for students. 

• There was a Race Equality Charter meeting this week. The timing was not idea and 
therefore getting student participation was difficult. The charter was written for the 
Business School who did not touch it. It has since been modified for other schools 
and will need further modification for ESW. May need to wait until AL’s partner is in 
place. ED asked if AL knew of anyone who could work with her on the Charter - AL is 
on placement so cannot always contribute to discussions so willneed to see what 
happens when the School hires a second RE Advocate. There is potential to team up 
with other Schools, including working across the Social Science cluster. The REA 
shortlisting process is booked in for next week so the role should be in place soon. 
ESW only had two applicants, so it is hoped that one will be suitable or requests for 
applications will need to reopen. LPS have also set up a BAME network. Ideally, the 
second Advocate will be a student who does not go on placement. There is also the 
possibility of using Global Studies’ REAs. Two hours per week is needed to run the 
network. Regarding the mentoring of students, training could be provided as long as 
the student’s time is paid for. 
Action AL to meet with the LPS REA and then ask if Global Studies want to be 
involved. 

 
 



• Attention was drawn to the short video produced by Tam Cane: 
https://youtu.be/rstAt9da4_k 

 

 
3. Establish pattern of future meetings.  

Action AL to send GH-T a list of available times 
 
 

 

https://youtu.be/rstAt9da4_k

